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Milos

FINE DINING (reservations recommended)
Bariello - Locally sourced high quality foods. Greek specialties with some
international favorites

CASUAL DINING
Medusa Restaurant (Mandrakia) Located on the seaside and providing a
great view, it offers traditional Greek- Milos recipes made from the freshest local
ingredients
Armenaki (Pollonia) Another beachfront restaurant, great selection of wine and seafood
dishes. Menu changes regularly to incorporate daily catch and fresh ingredients
O Hamos (Adamas) - Traditional Greek cuisine with handwritten menus. Familystyle cooking, great for a hearty meal after a swim. Restaurant serves meat and
cheese produced on their own farm.
Mikros Apoplous (Adamas) - Sea front dining with stunning sunsets. Featuring
fresh sea food
Hanabi (Pollonia) – Trendy seaside Japanese restaurant, great sushi, signature
cocktails and amazing sunset views
Embourios Taverna – located on the remote western side of Milos,
perfect for long leisurely lunches by the sea. Traditional taverna and
a firm favorite with the locals. Try the fried feta with honey.

BAR / COCKTAILS
Utopia Café –Cocktails with a sunset view
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SITES & ACTIVITIES
Konstantakis Winery - visit the wine caves and sample wine from grapes grown
in the volcano soil
Plaka - the capital of the island is a bustling town of pedestrian labyrinths housing
shops, cocktail and wine bars and restaurants. Don't miss the sunsets from the
town that overlooks the island
Kleftiko - Sailing Trip - the most stunning beaches and coves in Milos are not
accessible by land making a sailing trip a must for your stay on the island
Cooking classes are offered by local restaurants including
"O Hamos" and "Apanemia"
Catacombs of Milos date from the 1st - 5th century and are among the three most
important of the 74 discovered worldwide, together with the catacombs of Rome
and the Holy Land. It is possible that the Catacombs of Milos are older than the
ones of Rome
Kastro is located on a steep hill dominating the entry of the harbor and dates back
to the 13th century
Protected Nature areas - Milos is home to a variety of protected areas featuring
ideal locations for hiking and swimming
Cathedral of Panaghia Korfiatissa is located in the capital (Plaka). When visiting
the church, you can enjoy the magnificent view of the Aegean Sea as well as
great sunsets.
The Archaeological Museum, hosting a replica of the famous statue “Aphrodite of
Milos”, the masterpiece discovered during the 19th century on the island
Folklore & History Museum, situated in a 19th-century mansion and hosting
traditional objects, a collection of minerals extracted in Milos and photographic
material
Milos Mining Museum is located in Adamas and was established to honor the
mining history of Milos, to display its rich mineral and natural wealth and to portray
the extraction process used since the Neolithic Age
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BEACHES
Sarakiniko is the most photographed Aegean landscape: Sarakiniko featuring a
unique moonscape
Kleftiko used to be an old hide-out for pirates that hid protected in its small creeks
and imposing rocks. It is only accessible by boat
Aghia Kyriaki is a beautiful white-sand beach with turquoise waters
Paliochori is one of the most famous beaches on the island, favored both by locals
and visitors. It is covered by sand and pebbles of impressive colors that contribute
to the blue and green shades of its crystal waters

Fyriplaka is a long beach with fine sand and sharp, vertical, volcanic rocks in
impressive colors
Provatas is a wide soft-sand beach ideal for families
Papafragas lies by the ruins of the prehistoric town of Phylakopi
Triades is a beach trio on the western part of the island with amazing scenery that
is primitive and looks untouched

GETTING AROUND
Bus - The island has a bus system that will get you to most major towns
Taxi - There is taxi service on the island but please keep in mind that the number of taxis is
limited so pre-reserve whenever possible. Ask the hotel staff for assistance
For more freedom - you may want to rent a car / moped / ATV for a day or two.
The hotel staff can assist you
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